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The intended audience for this book includes both students and general readers. 
However, the scholarly vocabulary of most selections is best suited for advanced 
undergraduate or graduate students. The absence of the footnotes, endnotes, and 
illustrations that appear in the original sources limits this book’s usefulness for 
research purposes. It will have more value as a text for upper division undergraduate 
or graduate courses on Islam.
Reviewer
Carrie Beth Lowe, Johnson University
Kbusingye, A., & Bone, L. (2015). Born anonymous: One story of hope and love in Rwanda. 
Fort Smith, AR: Bone Publishing Group. 183 pp. $12.95. ISBN 9780991300266
Born Anonymous is a moving autobiography of Anitha Kbusingye spanning from her 
earliest childhood days to her most recent ones. Anitha’s story is truly one of God’s 
protection and grace. Her very first memories included both emotional and physical 
abuse from her adoptive family. She ran from that situation to being homeless in 
downtown Kampala. Her new foster home with a missionary family was the initial 
stepping stone towards a changed life. Cornerstone Academy where she was the 
recipient of unconditional love was pivotal in both her growth and life calling.  She 
learned “You are not an accident” via Rick Warren’s Purpose Driven Life. In time she 
appreciated the concept responding to having freely received to give freely out of 
her abundance. Anitha’s journey to the United States, her college years and a calling 
to serve in Rwanda are nothing short of miraculous. My first exposure to Anitha’s 
story was at a ladies’ tea for internationals. I am delighted to recommend Born 
Anonymous as a must read to encourage and challenge your personal walk. 
Reviewer
Lindsay Van Sicklen, Ouachita Baptist University 
Joeckel, S. (2013). The C. S. Lewis phenomenon: Christianity and the public sphere. Macon, 
GA: Mercer University Press. 427 pp. $30.00. ISBN 978881464375
With numerous works already written about this influential author on Christian 
thought from the last century, Joeckel acknowledges that “the author of a new book 
on Lewis apparently has some explaining to do” (p. 1). Rightly so. This work in 
particular touches on the broader issues of Christian engagement with culture by 
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labeling Lewis as a ‘public intellectual’ who was known to offer “grandiose claims 
that appeal to universal human experience” (p. 2). Lewis wrote during a unique 
time at the cusp of the major changes that ushered in the religionless ideals of 
communism and post-modern thinking. Yet this work argues that Lewis struggled 
with the direct confrontation of those hostile elements of culture later on in his 
life. The argument made here is that this shift changed the tone of his apologetic 
from his earlier to his later works. Joeckel also addresses the development of Lewis’ 
reputation from his own writings in his time and how that has developed with the 
interpretation and analysis that has followed in the decades since. He delves heavily 
into analyzing Lewis’ culture as well as the content of some specific works as a 
contrast and comparison. A decent case for many of the arguments presented. Since 
it is not a true biography, it does come across as a bit disconnected at times. Not 
a stand out work, but might be of some interest for readers of Lewis looking for a 
non-biographical analysis of the man in his culture.
Reviewer 
Mark Hanson, Maranatha Baptist University 
Collier, P. (2015). Choosing courage: Inspiring stories of what it means to be a hero. New 
York: Artisan Books. 224 pp. $18.95. ISBN 9781579655969
Choosing Courage is a compilation of stories about individuals who have been awarded 
the Congressional Medal of Honor for displaying bravery in military conflict. The 
book is divided into sections for each military conflict from World War II to the 
wars in Iraq and Afghanistan as well as a section on “Heroism in Civilian Life.” The 
accounts provide a realistic view of the horrors of war. Author Peter Collier does 
an excellent job of providing sufficient background information on each medal 
recipient so that the individual is shown as the guy next door who then goes on to 
do amazing acts of bravery. Collier also includes inserts which provide additional 
information about each specific conflict and the enemy the U.S. was fighting.
While very engaging to read, Choosing Courage is aimed for a juvenile audience 
ages 10 and up although students in junior high or high school will most benefit 
from the book. Although juveniles are the primary target, the book is written in 
such a way as to be utilized in numerous situations. Teachers will find this volume 
an excellent addition to a history class as it provides such detail about the reality 
of war. Ministers or other public speakers may find this volume a treasure trove of 
illustrations for sermons or speeches. Individuals of any ages who are interested 
in history or the military will find this work very enjoyable. Choosing Courage is 
